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Introductions



GOAL

 The goal is not to eliminate your
accent.

 The goal is to make yourself
understood, especially by native
English speakers.



Step 1: Self-Assessment

 Where do you need to improve?

 Two Ways to Self-Assess

 Pay attention in daily conversation.

 Record yourself and then listen.



Self-Monitoring in Conversations

 When you speak, pay attention to
what words and sounds others have
difficulty understanding.

 Keep a list.

 Look for patterns.



Self-Monitoring, cont.

 When you listen, what sounds do
you have trouble hearing?

 Look for patterns.

 Remember that even if you have
trouble hearing a sound or
distinguishing between similar
sounds, you need to pronounce
those sounds correctly when you
speak.



Focused Speaking Practice

 Record Yourself
 Talk about academic topics as if you were talking to

an expert.

 Listen immediately and again 24 hours later
 What do you notice about your own speech?

 Which sounds do you have difficulty hearing?

 Where do you pause or hesitate?

 What vocabulary are you using

 Favor frequency vs. length
 You will improve more quickly if you record yourself

10 minutes per day than if you try to do 2 hours
once a week



Step 2: Practice Isolated Sounds

 Build the muscles in your mouth.

 Handout: Daily Muscle-Building

 Watch yourself speak in a mirror.

 Over-exaggerate mouth movements
and sounds. Make sounds
repeatedly or for a long duration.



Muscle-Building

 Rebecca Linquist Video (begin at 55
seconds)

 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
z8Vlk1CZBbQ



Practice Isolated Sounds, cont.

 Learn how to make the sounds
correctly

 Listen to others

 Watch others speak: jaw, lips, tongue

 Find out what mouth position is
necessary (especially when you have
trouble hearing the sound)

 Ask a native speaker if you are making
the sound correctly



Remember…

 Don’t just learn sounds in isolation.

 Work the sound into words.

 Work the sound into sentences.



Video: The Basics

 Unit 1, Start with “Overview”

 10 minutes



Activity: Make a Key Words List

 Handout: Building a KEY WORDS
List

 Make at least 5 cards.



Voiced vs. Unvoiced Consonants

 Video: Voiced vs. Unvoiced
Consonants (1 minute)

 Specific Consonants by Request



Step 3: Don’t give up!

 Improving your pronunciation takes
time and consistent practice.

 Favor frequency over duration.



Step 4: See the results!

 Watch as your practice of isolated
sounds improves your pronunciation
in everyday speaking.



Resources

 Rachel’s English

 https://www.rachelsenglish.com/

 Pronunciation Power

 Software on CSLC computer



Resources

 Today’s Handouts are from:
Pronunciation for Success by
Colleen Meyers and Sheryl Holt

 Targeting Pronunciation by Sue
Miller



One-on-one Tutoring

 Make an appointment with an EAP
fellow

 Tuesday 3:00-6:00

 Wednesday 2:00-5:00

 Thursday 9:00-12:00

 Friday 9:00-12:00



Pronunciation Class

 Pronunciation Strategies and
Techniques for English Language
Learners

 AL 73003 - Section 01: Pronounc
Strats&Techs for ELL (CRN 15883)

 Search under: Arts and Letters,
Non-department

 Professor: Stew Markel



Upcoming EAP Workshops

Cover Letters for Academic Jobs
Co-sponsored with the Career Center

Wednesday,
Apr. 24

Talking with Others About Your Research
Co-sponsored with the Graduate School Fellowship Office

Tuesday,
Apr. 16


